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Abstract
10 The paper reports a conversation analytical study of
11 patients’ responses to interpretations in psychoanal-
12 ysis. The data come from 27 tape-recorded and tran-
13 scribed psychoanalytic sessions involving three
14 analyst–patient dyads. The study seeks to facilitate
15 dialogue between conversation analytical (CA) find-
16 ings and psychoanalytic theory by using CA to
17 describe the practices in and through which the
18 psychoanalytic theory concerning interpretation is
19 realized in actual interactions. Four empirical obser-
20 vations are reported in the paper: (1) The analysts
21 actively pursue a more than minimal response from
22 the patient to their interpretations. (2) A typical
23 extended response to an interpretation involves an
24 elaboration, which is an utterance in which the
25 patient takes up some aspect of the interpretation and
26 continues discussion on that. (3) Even though elabo-
27 rations convey agreement with the interpretation, they
28 often also involve different degrees of discontinuity
29 with what the interpretation initially aimed at. (4)
30 This discontinuity is sometimes facilitated by the ana-
31 lyst’s own actions. These observations invite some
32 specifications in the picture of interpretations provid-
33 ed by psychoanalytic theory.
34 Keywords: conversation analysis; interpretation; psy-
35 choanalysis; resistance; response.
36 1. Interpretation in psychoanalytic theory
37 According to Rycroft (1995: 85), psychoanalytical
38 interpretations are ‘statements made by the analyst to
39 the patient in which he attributes to a dream, a symp-
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tom, or a chain of free associations some meaning
41over and above (under and below) that given to it by
42the patient’. So, in interpretations, the analyst says
43something to the patient about the things that the
44patient has been telling the analyst about, and sug-
45gests that some of these things mean something dif-
46ferent or something more than what the patient has
47said.
48Rycroft’s definition focuses on overt actions of the
49analyst and the patient without taking a stance on the
50participants’ intentions or the consequences of their
51actions. These intentions and consequences are under-
52stood in different ways in different strands of psycho-
53analytical theory. There are at least two competing
54theoretical perspectives. One focuses on the intra-psy-
55chic reality in the patient, and the other focuses on
56the interaction between the analyst and the patient.
57In the traditional theoretical perspective focussing
58on the intra-psychic reality, interpretation is under-
59stood as a vehicle for helping the patient see and
60understand aspects of his or her mind that (s)he has
61previously been unconscious of (e.g., Greenson 1967:
6239–45; Sandler et al. 1992: 154–163; Dreher 1997).
63This traditional perspective has been encapsulated by
64Greenson (1967: 39): ‘to interpret means to make an
65unconscious phenomenon conscious’. The goal of
66interpretation is to help the patient’s self-observation
67(Spacal 1990: 425). Resulting from a (successful)
68interpretation, the patient may find from his con-
69sciousness what was proposed in the interpretation
70(Ikonen 2002).
71As seen from the perspective that focuses on inter-
72action, interpretation does not lead so much to the
73patient discovering something, but to the patient and
74the analyst together creating new ways of understand-
75ing and experiencing. Here, the psychoanalytic pro-
76cess is understood as a thoroughly interpersonal one
77(see, e.g., Mitchell and Aron 1999). It involves ‘a
78world of experience jointly brought forth by the anal-
79ysand and the analyst together’ (Streeck 2001: 74)
80through their interactions. Interpretation is part of this
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co-construction. Thus, for Spence (1982), interpreta-
82 tion is ‘a creative act’ (p. 164), or an act of construc-
83 tion rather than reconstruction (p. 35). In an
84 interpretation, the analyst suggests to the patient new
85 ways of understanding and relating to his past and
86 present experience.
87 In spite of their differences, both views equally
88 emphasize the importance of the patient’s response to
89 interpretations. In the traditional view, the patient’s
90 response to an interpretation is an indicator of the
91 correctness of the interpretation. Greenson (1967: 41),
92 for example, points out that the analyst ‘has to wait
93 for the patient’s clinical responses to determine
94 whether one is on the right track’. Affective responses
95 or fresh associations may convey that the interpreta-
96 tion has touched upon something real in the patient’s
97 mind (Greenson 1967: 40–41; Etchegoyen 1999:
98 213–214). In the interactionist view, the patient’s
99 response is an instance in and through which (s)he
100 contributes to the joint creation of new reality. Thus,
101 Spence (1982: 271) points out that an interpretation
102 is ‘uttered in the expectation that it will lead to addi-
103 tional, clarifying clinical material’. A timely interpre-
104 tation ‘may set in motion a train of associations that
105 leads to new discoveries’ (p. 164).
106 The importance of the patient’s response to the
107 interpretation was recently nicely formulated by Pat-
108 rick Casement, a well-known British psychoanalyst,
109 in ways that resonate with both theoretical perspec-
110 tives outlined above. Casement suggests that the ana-
111 lyst’s aim should be that the patient does more than
112 merely accepts or rejects an interpretation. Instead,
113 the patient should be helped to ‘play with the inter-
114 pretation’, to ‘make something of the interpretation’
115 (Casement 2002: 8).
116 In what follows, I explore tape recordings of psy-
117 choanalytic sessions to explore how these profession-
118 al theories concerning interpretation inform the actual
119 clinical practice of psychoanalysis.
120 2. Data and methods
121 The data used in this paper come from a corpus of
122 60 audio-recorded psychoanalytic sessions, collected
123 in 1999–2000 for the research project ‘Psychoanaly-
124 sis as social interaction’ in Finland. The corpus
125 involves two experienced analysts (members of the
126 International Psychoanalytic Association) and three
127 patients, with 20 consecutive sessions from each
128 patient. The psychoanalytic treatment is characterized
129 by very high degree of confidentiality, which made it
130 impossible to obtain video-recorded data. Using audio
131 recording only is also justifiable because the visual
132 aspects are minimized by the setting: the patient is
133 lying on a couch and the analyst is sitting behind him.
134 The data analysis reported here focussed on 27 ran-
135 domly selected sessions from the corpus. In this sam-
136 ple, one analyst–patient dyad is represented by ten
137
sessions, another by nine, and the third one by eight
138sessions. As one session lasts 45 minutes, the data
139examined for this paper involve more than 20 hours
140of interaction. A total of 75 sequences involving inter-
141pretations were found.
1422.1. Psychoanalytic interpretations as
143interactional objects
144In a recent paper on psychoanalytic interactions, Veh-
145vila¨inen (2003) described ‘interpretative trajectory’,
146which is a segment of talk involving an interpretation
147and step-by-step preparation of it. In the preparation,
148some aspects of the patient’s prior talk are rendered
149enigmatic or puzzling through the analyst’s interven-
150tions, such as extensions of the patient’s turns, for-
151mulations, and confrontations. A possible way of
152understanding this puzzle is then presented in the ana-
153lyst’s interpretations.
154In terms of ‘content’ of talk, there are two main
155types of interpretations: those in which the analyst
156suggests that there are connections between different
157areas of the patient’s experience (such as childhood,
158current everyday life, and the patient–analyst rela-
159tion) and those in which he suggests that there are
160conflicts and other dynamic relations between differ-
161ent affects of the patient—for example, the repression
162of anger, causing depression. Some aspects of the ver-
163bal design of the former type of interpretations were
164recently described by Pera¨kyla¨ (2004). Interpretations
165in our data are statement formatted utterances that
166usually consist of several turn construction units
167(Sacks et al. 1974). Even though they are preceded
168by a segment in which the puzzle is created, they can
169be considered as ‘first position acts’—the preceding
170segment can be seen as preparatory. While most
171extracts in this paper show only the final parts of the
172interpretations, in Extract (4) a full interpretation
173(lines 16–58) and some of the talk that precedes it
174are shown. This paper focuses on the patients’
175responses to interpretations. A more detailed exami-
176nation of the internal organization of the interpreta-
177tions and the organization of the analysts’ third
178position actions after the patients’ responses is a topic
179for future studies.
1802.2. Different types of response
181The patients’ responses to interpretations can be
182divided into three broad classes; different classes of
183responses regularly occur in the same sequence. (1)
184Sometimes the patients produce acknowledgement
185tokens such as ‘Mm’ or ‘Yeah’: responses that are
186similar to those that the patients most often give after
187hearing the diagnosis in general practice (Heath 1992;
188Pera¨kyla¨ 2002). However, cases in which such a token
189constitutes the patient’s sole response to an interpre-
190tation are very rare. (2) The patients can also respond
191to interpretations by expressing their attitude towards
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the interpretation in a compact form. This can involve
193 outright rejection (e.g., ‘I don’t think the rules were
194 that strict’), a display of skepticism (e.g., ‘YI eah who
195 knows’), a display of commitment to ‘mental proc-
196 essing’ of the interpretation, without clearly agreeing
197 or disagreeing with it (e.g., ‘Wonder if it could be like
198 thaIt’), or agreement (e.g., ‘it is absolutely true’). (3)
199 In more than half of cases (38 out of 75) the patients,
200 however, end up talking even more extensively about
201 the interpretations. They take up some aspect of the
202 interpretation and continue discussion on that by illus-
203 trating or explaining what was proposed by the ana-
204 lyst. I call these responses elaborations of the
205 interpretation. Elaborations convey agreement with
206 and understanding of the interpretation. They are
207 often preceded by other types of responses: the patient
208 may first respond to an interpretation with an ack-
209 nowledgment token and/or with a compact expression
210 of attitude, and move thereafter to an elaboration.
211 This paper focuses on elaborations. Extract (1) is
212 an example of an elaboration. The analyst proposes
213 in his interpretation that the patient’s experience of a
214 rival colleague, who is currently in trouble in her pro-
215 fession, is linked to the patient’s experience of her
216 siblings who were ill, and one of whom died, when
217 the patient was a child. The final part of the interpre-
218 tation is shown.
219 (1) (Tul 1:3 K1) analyst (A), patient (P)20
221 123 A:4 «so there’s also thaIt
225 «‘tta¨ on seIkin
226 2 similarity that when (1.0)
230 samalaisuus etta¨ kun (1.0)
231 3234 Aino is in troIuble, (0.6) so
235 Aino on vaIikeuksissa, (0.6) nii
236 4789 she’s like iIll.
240 ha¨nha¨n on ika¨a¨n kun saIiras.
241 5234 (1.6)
245 667 A:8 A bit like she was about to die.
249 Va¨ha¨n niinkun ha¨n ois kuolemassa.
250 7 (1.2)
254 856 A:7 (tch) And possibly wiIll 8die8
258 (mt) Ja mahollisesti
259 96012 in her proIfession.
263 aImmatissaan kuIo8lee8.
264 10567 (3.0)
268 11970 A:1 So then it is diIfficult,
272 Et s’llon on vaIikea,
273
12 27456(0.8) really to be aIngry
277(0.8) oikeastaan olla ha¨nelle
27813 9801enough at her, (0.6) as you
282riitta¨va¨n viIhanen, (0.6) kun
28314 feel sy 286Impathy 8for her8.
287tunnet myIo¨ta¨tuntoa 8ha¨nta¨ kohtaan8.
28815 990P: 1.mh (0.4) It is absolutely truIe.
292.mh (0.4) Se on aivan toItta.
29316 456(11.0)
29717 89P: 300.thh it is absolutely true
301.thh se on aivan totta muuten tuo
30218 345that I feIel sympathy.
306juttu etta¨ ma¨ tuInnen myo¨ta¨tuntoa.
30719 (1.4)
31120 23?P: 4.nff
31521 678(2.6)
31922 201A: 2So: it is )I think that- it
323E:t se on )ma¨ luule et- se
32423 567is pretty cloIse to the feIeling
328on aika la¨hella¨ sita¨ tuInnetta
32924 that (0.6) your i 332Ill
333minka¨ (0.6) sinu saIiraat
33425 567sibl8ings8 (0.4) 8arose
338sisaruk8set8 (0.4) 8aiheutti
33926 4012in you8.
343sinussa8.
34427 56P: 7Mm
34828 9501(10.0)
35229 34P: 5.thh difficult to be aIngry.
356.thh vaikea olla viIhane.
35730 8960sdifficult to compete.
361svaikea kilpailla.
36231 345sdifficult to be env8ious.8
366svaikea olla ka8teellinen.8
36732 89A: 70YI eah.
371Niwih.
37233 345w( )
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3437789 (4.6)
380 3512 P:3 What is there to be eInvious
384 Mita¨ kaIdehtimista
385 36678 for when the oIther 8is
389 siina¨ on etta¨ toIinen 8makaa8
390 37123 laying down8 (0.8) about to 8diIe8.
394 (0.8) kuIole8maisillaan8.
395 38678 (0.4)
399 394001 A:2 Quite 8right8.
403 Sanopa 8muuta8.
404 40567 (10.0)
408 The patient’s elaboration begins in line 29 (lines
409 15–18 involve agreement with interpretation and not
410 its elaboration). She first illustrates what was pro-
411 posed by the analyst in the interpretation, with a list
412 of the feelings that she has difficulties with. The first
413 item basically repeats what was suggested by the ana-
414 lyst in an earlier part of the interpretation (difficult to
415 be angry, line 11–13). After that, the patient names
416 two other feelings. The ‘object’ of these feelings is
417 left unspecified: the patient seems to show that they
418 are applicable both to the sister and to the colleague—
419 thereby maintaining the linkage suggested by the ana-
420 lyst in his interpretation. After an agreement token by
421 the analyst (line 32), the patient continues the elabo-
422 ration by animating her childhood self, considering
423 her sick sister’s situation (lines 35–37). The patient’s
424 elaboration embodies acceptance and understanding
425 of the interpretation, and agreement with it.
426 As pointed out above, the two psychoanalytic theo-
427 retical perspectives equally emphasize the importance
428 of the patient’s response to an interpretation. The
429 elaborations seem to be felicitous responses as seen
430 from both perspectives. For a traditionalist, they dem-
431 onstrate that the patient has found from his/her con-
432 sciousness some of the things that the analyst
433 proposed, and for an interactionist, they represent the
434 patient’s contribution to the joint creation of new real-
435 ity. Or, to use Casement’s (2002) words, in elabora-
436 tions the patient plays with the interpretation, and
437 makes something of it. In what follows, I show that
438 in their actual interactions with the patients, the ana-
439 lysts also orient to these responses as favorable, as
440 something to be sought after.
441 2.3. Pursuing the patient’s response in
442 psychoanalysis
443 As shown by Heath (1992) and Pera¨kyla¨ (2002), in
444 general practice, the doctor and the patient usually
445 cooperate in accomplishing diagnostic sequences in
446 such a way that the patient’s participation remains
447
minimal, involving either silence or a minimal ack-
448nowledgment token. This is in strong contrast to the
449participants’ actions in interpretative sequences in
450psychoanalysis. In psychoanalysis, the expectation of
451a more than minimal patient response to interpreta-
452tion is built up in the details of the talk between the
453analyst and the patient. This expectation is material-
454ized in and through a number of practices.
4552.3.1. Silence, requests to reveal one’s mind, for-
456mulations The analyst’s silence is a key practice that
457conveys an expectation of a more than minimal
458patient response. After having reached a point of pos-
459sible completion in their interpretations, and also after
460minimal patient responses to them, the analysts often
461remain silent. This silence is in contrast to the conduct
462of general practitioners, who swiftly move to the next
463phase of the consultation (discussion on future action)
464when the patients remain silent or respond minimally
465to the diagnosis (Robinson 2003). The analyst’s
466silence provides an opportunity for the patient to
467respond to the interpretation. Consider again a frag-
468ment of Extract (1) above. In line 26, the interpreta-
469tion is hearably completed. The patient responds with
470an acknowledgement token in line 27. The analyst
471remains silent for 10 seconds in line 28, thereby main-
472taining an opportunity for the patient to produce
473more talk in response to the interpretation. Finally, in
474line 29, the patient begins her elaboration of the
475interpretation.
476The analyst’s silence is sometimes couched by oth-
477er actions in and through which the relevancy of a
478more than minimal patient response is maintained.
479One such action involves the analyst’s explicit request
480for the patient to reveal what is in his mind (e.g.,
481‘wonder what you’re thiInking aIbout’) after the silence
482has passed for some time after an interpretation (see
483Pera¨kyla¨ 2004). Another practice involves formula-
484tion of the patient’s action as problem-indicative after
485the patient’s minimal response to an interpretation.
486After the patient’s minimal response, the analyst can
487say, e.g., ‘You don’t sound excited’, thereby inviting
488from the patient an account for her minimal recipient
489action (Pera¨kyla¨ 2004; cf. Heritage and Watson 1979;
490Drew 2003).
4912.3.2. Adding new elements to the interpretation
492In yet another, very frequent practice of pursuing the
493patient’s response, the analyst adds new elements to
494the interpretation. In many cases, the interpretations
495are produced in a step-by-step manner. As the analyst
496reaches a point at which the interpretation could be
497heard as completed, there is an opportunity for the
498patient to respond. If the patient does not produce a
499response, or produces only a minimal one, the analyst
500may continue the interpretation by adding a new ele-
501ment to it. Thereby, he creates a new opportunity for
502the patient to respond.
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Consider again Extract (1). Well before the patient
504 produces his elaboration, the analyst reaches a point
505 of potential completion: in lines 11–14, he presents a
506 conclusion of what he has been suggesting about the
507 patient’s relation to his rival colleague. This is
508 received first by the patient with an inhaled .mh
509 sound, which is followed by a short silence and a
510 compact expression of agreement: It is absolutely
511 truIe. The analyst and the patient remain silent after
512 this for 11 seconds, whereafter the patient in lines
513 17–18 repeats her claim of agreement, echoing the
514 last part of the analyst’s interpretation (cf. line 14) it
515 is absolutely true that I feIel sympathy. By then, the
516 patient has twice claimed her agreement and has
517 explicated, using the analyst’s words, what her agree-
518 ment is targeted at. In this situation, the analyst
519 responds by adding yet another element to his inter-
520 pretation in lines 22–26, where he makes a link
521 between the patient’s current relation to her colleague
522 and her relation to her siblings in her childhood. In
523 this way, he at the same time adds a new layer of
524 meaning to the interpretation (link between childhood
525 and current experience), and creates a new oppor-
526 tunity for the patient to respond. The patient responds
527 first by an acknowledgment token (line 27) and, after
528 the ensuing silence (line 28), with an elaboration
529 (beginning in line 29).
530 Extract (2) presents another case in point. The
531 patient produces only minimal acknowledgments in
532 response to the earlier parts of an interpretation. The
533 interpretation has to do with the psychological mean-
534 ing of two countries, Greece and Finland, to a (Finn-
535 ish) patient who has lived in Greece. The analyst
536 suggests that in the patient’s inner world, Greece rep-
537 resents everything positive. Only the final section of
538 the interpretation is shown here.
539 (2) (Tul 4:20 A12) analyst (A), patient (P)40
541 123 A:4 So for thaIt reason )iIt ((Greece))
545 Et se seIn takia )seI ((Greece))
546 2789 has- .hhh haIsbeen the )iIt’s
550 on- .hhh oIn ollu se )seI on
551 3234 been- kiInd of an (0.4) umbilical
555 ollu- seImmonen (0.4) naIpanuora
556 4789 cord which you foIund and which sa¨
560 jonka sa¨ lo¨ysit ja jota
561 5234 you have t- tiIghtly heIld8on to8.
565 oot l- luIjasti piIta¨ny kiIi8nni8.
566 678 P:9 Mmm.
570 7123 (5.0)
574 856 A:7 And that )iIt is- something eIlse
578 Ja et )seI on- jotakin muuta
579 98012 .mthh (.) iIt is moIre than (0.3)
583 .mthh (.) seI on eInemma¨n kuIin
584
10 58567a wiIfe or moIre than AI gnes )it
588(0.3) vaIimo tai eInemma¨n kuin
58911 9012is- .hhh (0.3) is is
593Agnes )se on- .hhh (0.3) on on
59412 567(.) the whoIle kind of
598(.) koko niinku semmonen
59913 60012joIy (0.3) of 8life8.
603ela¨ma¨n (0.3) n’ku i8loh8.
60414 56P: 7Mmm.
60815 9101(0.7)
61216 34A: 5WhiIch you have plaIced theIre )and
616JoInka olet siInne siIjoittanu )ja
61717 ho 620Iw- it could now be heIre .hhh
621miIten- sen vois niinku nyt sitte
62218 345)at least so- wheI-
626ta¨nne .hhh )ainaki et- miIs-
62719 8930hoIw could one
631miIten niinkun ta¨a¨lla¨ vois
63220 345bloIssom heIre in thiIs .mthh
636puhjeta kuIkkaan tu´ssa¨ .mthh
63721 8940(0.3)£cliI(h)ma8te8£.
641(0.3) £iIlma(h)naIla8ssa8£.
64222 34P: 5Mmmm,
64623 789(0.5)
65024 12A: 3Mmm.
65425 567(3.4)
65826 960P: 1.mthh And I’m:: stiIll coIntinously
662.mthh Ja viIela¨kin mu´: eIdelleIenkin
66327 (0.8) hhh .hhh£like dreaming that
667(0.8) hhh .hhh £niIinku
66828 9701that oIh I wish I could geIt
672haIaveilin et voIi ku ma¨ pa¨a¨siIsin
67329 456aIway from heIre£.
677ta¨a¨lta¨ poIis£.
67830 9801(0.3)
68231 34A: 5YI eah:,
686NiIi:,
687((Elaboration continues))
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In line 5, the analyst reaches a point where her turn
689 at talk is hearably complete in terms of syntax, pros-
690 ody and pragmatics. The long, multi-unit interpreta-
691 tion can also be heard as complete here. The patient
692 responds with an acknowledgment token in line 6,
693 and a gap of 5 seconds ensues. Thereafter, the analyst
694 adds new elements, using the ‘and’ preface, which
695 constitutes the new element as a continuation of the
696 interpretation thus far. In line 13, a new point of com-
697 pletion is reached; the patient responds again with an
698 acknowledgment token (line 14), a gap ensues (line
699 15), and the analyst adds yet another new element,
700 which is presented as a continuation of the preceding
701 unit by the use of a pronominal construction at the
702 beginning of the turn (line 16). This new element
703 (lines 16–21) seems to be particularly designed for
704 eliciting the patient’s response: it is question format-
705 ted (unlike the earlier parts that were statement for-
706 matted) and it shifts the topical focus from past to
707 current experiences. But again, at the end of this new
708 element, the same pattern of acknowledgment token
709 followed by a silence appears (lines 22 and 23). How-
710 ever, instead of producing a new extension to the
711 interpretation, the analyst recycles the patient’s ack-
712 nowledgment token by producing a similar sound her-
713 self (line 24). By doing that, she returns the floor back
714 to the patient and this eventually leads to the patient
715 beginning his extended response to the interpretation
716 in line 26.
717 Thus, it appears that the point at which an inter-
718 pretation is completed is negotiable. If the patient
719 does not respond, or responds only minimally, the
720 analyst can add a new element to an interpretation
721 and thereby create a new opportunity for the patient’s
722 response. The design of the new element is informed
723 by the patient’s response thus far. In Extract (1), the
724 patient’s initial compact response in lines 15–18
725 embodied strong agreement, thereby creating an envi-
726 ronment in which the analyst could add a new layer
727 of meaning to the interpretation (see lines 22–26).
728 This is in contrast to Extract (2), in which the patient’s
729 initial responses involved acknowledgment tokens.
730 Here, the new elements involved pursuit of the initial
731 interpretation rather than a new layer of meanings
732 added to it.
733 So far, I have shown how analysts pursue more
734 than minimal responses to their interpretations (cf.
735 Pomerantz 1984). Frequently, and through various
736 practices, they treat silences, acknowledgment tokens,
737 and even compact expressions of stance as insuffi-
738 cient responses. Elaborations appear to be the kind of
739 responses that they seek. The analysts’ actions are in
740 line with the psychoanalytic theory of interpretations.
741 The theory characterizes interpretation as an action
742 that is ‘uttered in the expectation that it will lead to
743 additional, clarifying clinical material’ (Spence 1982:
744 271), it advises the analyst to ‘wait for the patient’s
745 clinical response’ (Greenson 1967: 41), and it sets
746 as a goal that the patients ‘make something of the
747
interpretation’ (Casement 2002: 8). The practices of
748pursuing the patient’s response embody this
749orientation.
7502.4. Continuity and discontinuity in elaborations
751Overtly, elaborations convey acceptance and under-
752standing of the interpretations. Along with that, how-
753ever, they often also involve different degrees of
754discontinuity with the interpretations. The dynamics
755between the acceptance and discontinuity make them
756particularly interesting objects.
757Extract (1) above is an example of a ‘continuous’
758elaboration. It takes up the topic of the interpretation:
759both address the patient’s complex relation to a pro-
760fessional rival by linking it to her childhood experi-
761ence. The elaboration also maintains what we might
762call the stance of the interpretation. The analyst has
763offered a tentative description of the patient’s inner
764experience. In the elaboration, the patient offers her
765own ‘first hand’ description confirming what was pro-
766posed by the analyst, and examines her conflicting
767emotions along the lines suggested by the analyst.
768In both the interpretation and the elaboration, the
769stance is exploratory and reflective: the dimensions
770and dynamics of the patient’s experience are explored
771in both.
772Often, however, the elaborations are in one way or
773another discontinuous with the interpretation. Some-
774times, as in Extract (3), the discontinuity involves a
775shift of topical focus from the patient’s own mind
776to external realities (on topical shifts, see Jefferson
7771988). Prior to the interpretation, the patient has been
778talking about athletics, which was his childhood hob-
779by. He has said that his mother never really appreci-
780ated this hobby, and expressed his disappointment in
781the mother’s attitude. In his interpretation, beginning
782from line 20, the analyst proposes that the patient’s
783disappointment actually has to do with his relation to
784his father: the patient has not recognized his painful
785feelings related to the fact that the father left the fam-
786ily; instead, he is disappointed with the mother for
787not being the father.
788
(3) (Tul 6:3 C8) analyst (A), patient (P) 789
7901 12P: 3And especially the jaIvelin was my,
794Ja varsinkin se keIiha¨s oli se muIn,
7952 678(2.2)
7993 8001P: 2my kind of aIthletics.
803mun laIji.
8044 567(7.8)
8085 910P: 1.mthh )But there ()was-) moIther
812.mthh )Mut et siin ()oli-)
8136 456sort of had somehow-
817niinko a¨idilla¨ oli jotenkin-
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7819201 neIgative xattitude to that whole
822 niIhkee xsuhtautuminen siihen koko
823 8456 buIsiness so that she even tried
827 hoImmaan etta¨ se suorastaan
828 9 to sto831 Ip me.
832 va¨ha¨n niinku eIsteli_.
833 10456 (7.2)
837 1189 P:40 )xSomehow I have the- (0.6)
841 )xJotenki mulla on niinku
842 12345 feIeling that (.) had
846 semmonen- (0.6) tuInne (.) oli
847 138950 it then and still (.) still have
851 siIllon ja nyt (.) nyt viIela¨kin
852 14 it that .hhh (0.2) that
856 etta¨ .hhh (0.2) etta¨
857 158960 on the contrary a child should be
861 lasta pita¨s pa¨invastoin
862 16345 encoIuraged to such activities,
866 kaInnustaa niinku tommoseen,
867 178970 (8.5)
871 1823 A:4 (Ye-ye-yIeah)?
875 (Jo-ho-hoI)?
876 19 (4.2)
880 2012 A:3 .hh You know on a deIeper level it
884 .hh SyIvemma¨lla¨ tasollahan se
885 21678 meIans that (0.6) tch that
889 merkitsee siIta¨ etta¨ (0.6) mt etta¨
890 22123 mother waIsn’t (2.0) ≠the xfaIther.
894 a¨iti eIi (2.0) ≠ollu xiIsa¨.
895 23678 (2.2)
899 249001 ?A:2 mt
903 25456 (3.7)
907 2689 A:10 So the aIbsence of father was feIlt
911 Et se isa¨n poIissaolo kylla¨ tuIntu
912 27345 .hhh (1.0) a:nd: erm::,
916 .hhh (1.0) j:a: tuota::,
917 288920 (1.8)
921
29 9223A: 4surely aIlso when the father (0.3)
925varmaan myIo¨s sillon kun isa¨ (0.3)
92630 789was away because of
930oli tyIo¨n vuoksi
93131 234woIrk commitments,
935poissa,
93632 789(0.5)
94033 12A: 3xOr away because of driInking,
944xTai ryIyppa¨a¨misen vuoksi poissa,
94534 67P: 8Yea:h.
949Nii:n.
95035 12A: 3tch But then when the father (0.2)
954mt Mut sitte kun isa¨ koIkonaan
95536 678.hh left the family for goIod. hhh
959(0.2).hh la¨ksi peIrheesta¨ niin .hhh
96037 123it was feIlt and? .hhh )and because
964(ni) se tuIntu ja? .hhh )ja koska
96538 678this kind-ser::  )I think that
969se ta¨mmo¨nen-,sy::  )Ma¨ luulen et
97039 123it’s actually- diIff:icult for you,
974sun on- v:aIikea oikeestaan,
97540 (1.2)
97941 801A: 2xto admiIt that that eh (.) you
983xmyIo¨nta¨a¨ sita¨ etta¨ etta¨ y’ (.)
98442 567didn’t diIdn’t have a faIther.
988isa¨:  iIsa¨ puuttu sinul_ta_.
98943 9012(1.2)
99344 45A: 6So that it was as it were
997Silla¨ tavalla et se oli va¨ha¨n niinku
99845 910001mother’s faIult,
1002a¨idin viIka,
100346 456(1.3)
100747 89A: 10mt xthat the father waIsn’t there.
1011mt xetta¨ isa¨ puIuttu.
101248 345(0.7)
101649 78A: 9.hh And it shows in thiIs way
1020.hh Ja se ilmenee ta¨lla¨ tavalla
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1021
50102234 that .hhh (0.2) er:  you miss
1025 etta¨ .hhh (0.2) a¨:  sie kaipaat
1026 51789 the chaIracteristics (0.8) that
1030 niita¨ oIminaisuuksia (0.8) joita
1031 52 -the fa1034 Ither woIuld have haId).
1035 -iIsa¨ssa¨ oIlisi oIllut).
1036 53789 (2.2)
1040 5412 A:3 AI nd (.) you are (dissatisfied)
1044 JaI (.) oot (tyytyma¨to¨n)
1045 55678 now with the moIther for the faIct
1049 u´itiin nyt siIita¨
1050 56123 (0.7) tch that the )mother didn’t
1054 (0.7) mt etta¨ )a¨idilla¨ ei
1055 57 xhave- those cha1058 Iracteristics.
1059 xollu- niita¨ oIminai_suuksia_.
1060 58123 (1.6)
1064 5956 A:7 That mother wasn’t faIther.
1068 Etta¨ a¨iti ei ollu iIsa¨.
1069 607012 (3.5)
1073 6145 A:6 It’s the fa:ther’s (1.0) duty
1077 Isa¨n::  (1.0) tehta¨va¨na¨h’n (.)
1078 629801 (.) normally (1.0)  ( ) to
1082 tavallisesti on: (1.0)  (juu:r)
1083 63456 encourage (0.5) the son to o-
1087 i:: nnostaa (0.5) poikaa u-
1088 649901 outdoor activities and sports.
1092 ulkoiluun ja urheiluun.
1093 65456 (6.0)
1097 6689 A:100 tch To hunting expeditions and,
1101 mt Metsa¨lle ja,
1102 67345 (1.5)
1106 6878 A:9 to athletic xfields and so on.
1110 urheiluxkeIntille ja niin edelleen.
1111 69234 (18.5)
1115 7067 P:8 .mthhhhff hhhmthh (1.0) tch hIhhh
1119 .mthhhhff hhhmthh (1.0) mt hIhhh
1120 71123 (6.2)
1124
72 11256P: 7.mthh Yeah::I, (.) It iIs true
1128.mthh NiIi::I, (.) Tottahan se oIn
112973 3012(.) true of course,sIt is faIther
1133(.) on tietysti,sIsa¨nha¨n siella¨
113474 567who )shoIuld have been-
1138kenta¨n laidalla
113975 4012by the athletic field.
1143)ois pita¨ny- oIlla.
114476 567(0.8)
114877 950P: 1CheIering.s)shouldn’t he-.
1152HiIhkumassa.s)Eiko¨ niin-._
115378 45A: 6Yeah.
1157_Niin. _
115879 9601(10.0)
116280 34A: 5.hh And in the steering committee
1166.hh Ja urheiluseuran::
116781 8970of the athletic club (1.0)
1171joIhtokunnassa (1.0)
117282 345supporting the youngsters’ work.
1176tukemassa nuorten tyo¨ta¨.
1177For a long time, the patient receives the inter-
1178pretation silently. Possibly in relation to this lack of
1179response, the analyst adds new elements to the inter-
1180pretation. In line 59, he reaches a point where he
1181repeats the formulation with which he started the
1182interpretation (‘mother wasn’t the father’; see line 20),
1183thereby quite clearly indicating that his action could
1184be heard as completed. The patient, however, still
1185remains silent, and after 3.5 seconds (line 60) the ana-
1186lyst expands his interpretation with yet another kind
1187of element: he now points out that usually it is the
1188father’s duty to encourage the son in sports. By refer-
1189ring to the father’s conventional duties, the analyst
1190apparently brings up further evidence to support his
1191interpretation that ‘real’ target of the patient’s disap-
1192pointment is his father rather than his mother.
1193The patient first remains silent for more than
119420 seconds after the interpretation. He starts his
1195response in line 72 with an agreement token that is
1196prosodically emphasized, then claims his agreement
1197through a single clause (It iIs (.) is true of course,) and
1198thereafter proceeds into an elaboration in which he
1199illustrates the interpretation by pointing out what his
1200father should have done in relation to his hobby.
1201By taking up what was suggested by the analyst,
1202and by adopting the proposed perspective to his own
1203past experience, the patient shows that he understands
1204and accepts what was proposed by the analyst. The
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patient’s utterance is designed in a way that demon-
1206 strates that he has gained new insight. Prior to the
1207 analyst’s interpretation, the patient’s talk had focussed
1208 on his dissatisfaction with the mother, and now he
1209 focuses on the father’s negligence. He also emphasiz-
1210 es the words yes (NiIi:iI), is (oIn) and father (Isa¨nha¨n)
1211 in lines 72–73 in a way that seem to convey some-
1212 thing like ‘now I realize this’.
1213 However, there is also a distinct topical shift, vis-
1214 a`-vis the interpretation, in the patient’s elaboration.
1215 Most parts of the interpretation dealt with the patient’s
1216 relation to his father and mother, especially the ways
1217 in which his feelings of disappointment are displaced
1218 from father to mother. Thus, the focus of the inter-
1219 pretation was in the dynamics of the patient’s inner
1220 world. In his elaboration, however, the patient add-
1221 ressed external moral realities: the parental duties that
1222 his father failed to meet. Through the tag question at
1223 the end of his elaboration (line 77) the patient even
1224 indicates that what he is proposing is something that
1225 the recipient, i.e., the analyst, has access to; therefore,
1226 it does not involve the inner world that only the
1227 patient knows directly.
1228 Thus, there was a topical shift from ‘self’ to ‘other’
1229 in the patient’s elaboration in relation to the analyst’s
1230 interpretation. This topical discontinuity was not,
1231 however, manifested in any overt interactional hitch.
1232 In its immediate sequential context, the patient’s
1233 elaboration was aligned with the analyst’s talk. The
1234 patient did not respond to the earlier parts of the inter-
1235 pretation that dealt with the dynamics of his mind (up
1236 to line 59). He only produced his elaboration at the
1237 point when the analyst, through adding a new element
1238 to the interpretation in lines 61–68, had himself made
1239 the topical shift from the inner dynamics of the
1240 patient’s mind to the external realities of the parental
1241 duties. Thus, it was the new element that the analyst
1242 added to the interpretation that in fact allowed for an
1243 elaboration in which the patient shifted the topic from
1244 ‘self’ to ‘other’.
1245 In Extract (3), there were aspects in the elaboration
1246 that were clearly continuous with the interpretation.
1247 As proposed in the interpretation, the patient shifted
1248 his attention from the mother to the father, indicating
1249 that he now realized that his father had failed to fulfil
1250 the parental role expectations. Meanwhile, the elab-
1251 oration missed some core contents of the interpreta-
1252 tion: it did not address the patient’s feelings of dis-
1253 appointment nor the ways in which these feelings
1254 have (according to the interpretation) been displaced
1255 from the father to the mother.
1256 A more radical discontinuity between the interpre-
1257 tation and the elaboration can be seen in Extract (4).
1258 Here the analyst’s interpretation involves a suggestion
1259 that the patient carries in her ‘an awful amount’ of
1260 anger (line 1) that she cannot get in touch with. Fur-
1261 thermore, in lines 23–34, the analyst suggests that
1262 keeping the anger away from her mind consumes the
1263 patient’s psychic energy (‘congeals the sap in her’),
1264
thereby making her feel tired. Towards the end of the
1265interpretation, in lines 41–65, the analyst imitates the
1266patient, suggesting what she could say if she were to
1267express her anger towards her mother. This scene is
1268framed as an example of the kind of ‘rage’ that there
1269is in the patient. (The patient is angry at her mother
1270because she feels that the mother criticizes her for
1271letting her kids and pets damage their flat.)
1272(4) (Tul 4:9 A 15) analyst (A), patient (P) 3
12741 56A: 7«an ≠aIwful xloIt of aInger which:
1278«≠kaImalan paIljxon kiIukkuu jo-
1279ka:
12802 123which:  .hhh (.) for whi- ch
1284joIka:  .hhh (.) joIl- e:  eIi
12853 678there doIesn’t seIem (.) to beI a
1289tuInnu (.) niinku oIlevan seIm-
1290mosta
12914 234(.) £as 8it wh(h)ere8£ .hhh roIom
1295(.) £jo 8t(h)enki8£ .hhh paIikkaa
12965 789an:d and. (.) mthhh
1300ja: ja, (.) .mthhh
13016 234(4.0)
13057 67A: 8AI n:d one starts to feel that
1309JaI: ja semmonen tunne tuIlee et
13108 123(0.3) .mthhhh (that n- 8o-8)
1314(0.3) .mthhhh (et n- 8y-8)
13159 678you would need moIre such (1.0)
1319tarvittais eInemma¨n semmosta (1.0)
132010 .mhhhh su 1323Ich that you were soIme-
1324how
1325.mhhhh seImmosta et olis joItenkin
132611 789(0.2) that you became -aIcquai-
1330nted)
1331(2.0) et tulis -kiIukkuns)
133212 345with your -aInger) aInd «
1336kans -tuItu:ks) jaI «
1337((10 lines omitted))
133823 940A: 1« I soImetimes feIel that your
1342« must va¨lilla¨ tuIntuu et sun
134324 456tiIredness as I triIed to argue
1347va¨symys niinku ma¨ oon yIritta¨ny
134825 9501earlier too that .hhh that
1352va¨itta¨a¨ aIikasemminkin et .hhh et
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1353
26135456 as if your (0.3) saIp was
1357 niinku sun (0.3) eIla¨ma¨nneIsteet
1358 279601 somehow congeIaled.
1362 ois jotenki ja¨hmettyneet.
1363 28 (0.2)
1367 2989 ?P:70 (88m88)
1371 3023 A:4 an:d and £I thiInk (that-) would
1375 ja: ja £ma¨ (h)luIulen (et-)
1376 31789 thiInk coIuld aIrgue that£ .hhh
1380 luulisin voisin va¨itta¨a¨ et£ .hhh
1381 32234 )that they have like- congeIaled
1385 )et ne on niinku- ja¨hmettyneet
1386 33 like to .hhh ke1389 Iep
1390 niinku .hhh piIta¨ma¨a¨n
1391 34234 that aInger -away).
1395 sita¨ kiIukkuu -poissa).
1396 35789 (0.3)
1400 3612 A:3 theI .hhh theI )like to the-
1404 siIta¨ .hhh siIta¨ )niinku et siihen-
1405 37678 .hh that that that if you goIt
1409 .hh et et et jos sa¨ saIisit
1410 38123 moIre like in toIuch with how
1414 eInemma¨n niinku yIhteytta¨ siihen
1415 39678 .hh how enraIged you
1419 .hh siihen kuin raIivoissas sa¨
1420 40123 for example noIw might beI
1424 esimerkiks nyIt saattaisit oIlla
1425 41678 at the moIther .hhh that you you
1429 sille a¨idille .hhh ‘t sa¨ sa¨
1430 42123 miIght perhaps waInt to saIy to
1434 saIattaisit ehka¨ haIluta saInoa
1435 43678 mother .hhh )that liIsten
1439 a¨idille .hhh )et kuIule
1440 44123 that- .hh that we will teIar apart
1444 et- .hh et me haIjotetaan va¨ha¨n
1445 45678 a bit moIre here stiIll (.) .hhh
1449 liIsa¨a¨ ta¨a¨l viIela¨ (.) .hhh
1450 46123 and and we’ll leIt eIverything beI
1454 ja ja aInnetaan kaIiken oIlla
1455
47 145678so you maIy not so now leIt (0.3)
1459et sa¨ et saIa niinku et aInna nyt (0.3)
146048 123now tryI to puIt up with it .hh
1464yIrita¨ nyt siIeta¨a¨ .hh
146549 that .hh tha 1468It that your chiIld .hh
1469siIta¨ .hh eIt et sun laIpses .hh
147050 123iIs (0.3) your chiIld and your
1474niinkun oIn (0.3) sun laIpses ja sun
147551 678£graInd(h)children£ aIre now
1479£laIpsen(h)lapses£ oIn nyt
148052 123somehow like .hhh (0.3)
1484jotenki niinku .hhh (0.3)
148553 678enraIged (0.3) for soI many
1489raIivoissaan (0.3) niIin monest
149054 things.
1494asiast_.
149555 678(0.3)
149956 50012TryI now to put uIp 8with it8.
1503YIrita¨ nyt siIe 8ta¨a¨ sita¨8.
150457 567(1.3)
150858 910A: 1DoIn’t don’t .hhh don’t swiIpe it
1512A¨la¨ a¨la¨ .hhh a¨la¨ pyIyhi sita¨
151359 xaway don’t do away
1517xpois a¨la¨ ha¨vi8ta¨
151860 92018with it8.s)ImmeI8diately8-.
1522sita¨8.s )HeI8ti8-.
152361 456(1.0)
152762 89P: 30Mmm.
153163 23A: 4Now leIt at least for a moIment
1535AInna nyt edes heItken aikaa
153664 789eIverything here be .hhh
1540ta¨a¨lla¨ kaIiken olla .hhh
154165 234beI kind of (0.3) broI8ken8.
1545oIlla niinkun (0.3) haIj8alla8.
154666 789(2.7)
155067 12P: 3YI eah:,
1554Nii:iI,
155568 678(2.4)
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1559
6915601 P:2 YI eah:,
1563 Nii:iI,
1564 70567 (0.4)
1568 71970 P:1 So even if mother would arriIve at
1572 Et vaikka a¨iti tuIlis
1573 72456 teIn xin the night she needs to
1577 kyImmenelta¨ xillalla ni silla¨
1578 739801 have a cleIaning cloth in her haInd.
1582 pita¨a¨ olla ra¨tti ka¨dessa¨.
1583 74456 (0.3)
1587 7589 A:90 Mmm.
1591 7623 P:4 But,
1595 Mut,
1596 7778 A:9 8Yes8 but as I I thiInk that
1600 8Nii8 mut ku ma¨a¨ ma¨ luIulen et
1601 78234 that .hhh that theIre there there
1605 et .hhh et siIin siin siIin
1606 79789 the .hh the:  so xincreasingly I
1610 se .hh se:  siis must alkaa yha¨
1611 80234 am beginning to feel that there is
1615 enemma¨n tuntuu et siin on joItai
1616 81789 soImething like that .hh the like
1620 semmosta etta¨ .hh se niinku
1621 82234 theI .hhh like the £s(h)aIp
1625 seI .hhh niinku eIla¨ma¨n
1626 83789 so .hhh so the
1630 £neIst(h)eet niin .hhh niin semmone
1631 84234 paIssion and .hh an:d and and£
1635 iIntohimo ja .hh ja: ja ja£
1636 85789 erm:: an iIntensive feeling of
1640 e:::  iIntensiivinen eIla¨ma¨ntunne
1641 86234 being aIlive so so that (.)
1645 niin niin se (.)
1646 87789 is friIgh8tening8.
1650 peIl8ottaa8.
1651
The patient produces an elaboration of the inter-
1652pretation in lines 71–73. Through the turn initial ‘so’,
1653this utterance is marked as a continuation of the ana-
1654lyst’s prior talk, and in it she maintains ‘mother’ as
1655the topic of talk. There is certain continuity in the
1656stance as well: in the final part of the analyst’s inter-
1657pretation, and in the patient’s elaboration, the mother
1658is cast in a critical light.
1659On closer inspection, however, it appears that the
1660patient’s elaboration, while maintaining criticism of
1661the mother in focus, also passed by a key perspective
1662established in the analyst’s preceding interpretation.
1663In the beginning parts of the interpretation, what was
1664described was the patient’s mind: how she is angry
1665and how the anger gets repressed, causing tiredness.
1666The end of the interpretation involved an imitation of
1667how her anger could be expressed in a hypothetical
1668dialogue between the patient and her mother. The
1669patient’s elaboration, on the other hand, did not topi-
1670calize her own feelings, but focussed solely on the
1671mother, describing her behavior. So, there was a top-
1672ical shift from ‘self’ to ‘other’ and from ‘emotion’ to
1673‘action’. The discontinuity also involved stance. The
1674early part of the interpretation establishes an explor-
1675atory stance toward the experiences of the patient.
1676The final part is hearable as a hypothetical illustration
1677by the analyst of the feelings that are in the patient’s
1678mind but are currently repressed. The patient’s elab-
1679oration, on the other hand, adopts a clearly complain-
1680ing stance, as she describes the mother’s inappropriate
1681behavior.
1682So, on closer inspection, the patient’s elaboration
1683in Extract (4) is discontinuous with the preceding
1684interpretation. However, just like in Extract (3), this
1685discontinuity does not manifest itself in any overt
1686interactional hitch: the conversation between the ana-
1687lyst and the patient runs smoothly. This is made
1688possible by the multi-unit organization of the very
1689interpretation. In terms of the immediate sequential
1690context, considering only the very preceding units in
1691lines 41–65, the patient’s elaboration is aligned with
1692the analyst’s preceding talk. Only in the context of the
1693larger action of the analyst (observable from line 1
1694onwards) does the discontinuity become observable.
1695The patient takes up only the analyst’s illustration
1696(hypothetical dialogue) and passes by what this hypo-
1697thetical dialogue was meant to illustrate (the anger
1698that is consuming her energy). The immediate sequen-
1699tial context ‘allows for’ an elaboration that is radically
1700discontinuous.1
17012.5. Implications of the multi-unit organization of
1702the interpretations
1703Through Extracts (3) and (4), I have demonstrated
1704some of the ways in which the patient’s elaborations
1705are often discontinuous with the interpretations that
1706they elaborate on. The multi-unit organization (cf.
1707Linell et al. 2003) of the interpretations is a central
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feature making this discontinuity possible. Interpre-
1709 tations are often multi-unit turns, and the elaborations
1710 refer to units selectively, usually (but not always)
1711 focusing on the last unit(s) preceding the elaboration.
1712 Therefore, by ‘timing’ their elaborations or by apply-
1713 ing other ‘tying’ techniques (Sacks 1992: 150–159),
1714 the patients can choose what to elaborate on.
1715 Now, it should be borne in mind that a central
1716 technique for analysts to pursue patients’ extended
1717 responses to interpretations is to add new elements to
1718 them when faced with a lack of or minimal patient
1719 response. The design of the new elements is informed
1720 by the patient’s response thus far. The new elements
1721 can be ‘easier’ or more ‘provocative’ for the patient
1722 to respond to. Thus, in Extract (2), the final element
1723 before the elaboration was question formatted and it
1724 shifted the topical focus from past to current experi-
1725 ences, thereby intensifying the relevance of the
1726 patient’s response. Likewise, in Extract (4), the final
1727 elements vividly animated the feelings that the analyst
1728 suggested the patient had repressed; by this anima-
1729 tion, the analyst also strongly invited the patient to
1730 respond. In Extract (3), the final elements shifted the
1731 focus from the dynamics of the patient’s feelings
1732 towards his parents to general parental obligations. In
1733 this case, it appears that the new elements were ‘eas-
1734 ier’ for the patient to take up.
1735 A new element that is more provocative in terms
1736 of inviting a response, or ‘easier’ to respond to, may
1737 also be one that facilitates a response that is discon-
1738 tinuous with the initial interpretation. Thus, it appears
1739 that when pursuing the patient’s extended response to
1740 an interpretation, the analyst may at the same time
1741 facilitate elaborations that are discontinuous in rela-
1742 tion to what the interpretation initially aimed at. A
1743 practice with the apparent function of facilitating
1744 the patient’s response may, therefore, have another
1745 (‘latent’, as it were) function, which is to direct the
1746 patient’s talk elsewhere than the initial direction of the
1747 interpretation.
1748 3. Discussion with psychoanalytic theory
1749 Now it is time to return to psychoanalytic theory to
1750 elaborate on the implications of these findings. Much
1751 of what has been reported in this study is in line with
1752 the psychoanalytic theory of interpretations. It appears
1753 that psychoanalytic theory is aware of the possibility
1754 that patients respond to interpretations with what we
1755 have called elaborations, and the theory indeed con-
1756 siders these kinds of responses as ‘felicitous’ ones. In
1757 elaboration, the patient ‘plays with’ the interpretation
1758 and ‘makes something of it’ (Casement 2002: 8).
1759 When giving interpretations, the analyst should
1760 not be looking for mere acknowledgment, agreement,
1761 or disagreement, but a new ‘train of associations’
1762 (Spence 1982: 164) and this is what the elaborations
1763 are a vehicle for. Thus, in the light of psychoanalytic
1764
theory, it is also to be expected that analysts actively
1765pursue responses like elaborations.
1766At the beginning of this paper, it was pointed out
1767that the psychoanalytic theory concerning interpreta-
1768tions is divided into two streams, ‘traditional’ and
1769‘interactionist’. Rather than trying to judge between
1770the competing professional theories, conversation
1771analysis can enter into dialogue with them. Our find-
1772ings can offer empirical specification both to the tra-
1773ditional and to the interactionist theories.
1774As seen from the perspective of the traditional psy-
1775choanalytic theory, the fact that elaborations are often
1776discontinuous in different ways with the interpreta-
1777tions is no surprise. The interpretations do not always
1778lead to corresponding insights. The interpretation is
1779never more than a hypothesis, which only the patient
1780can confirm or disconfirm (cf. Etchegoyen 1999). If
1781the interpretation does not correspond to the patient’s
1782actual experience, it is understandable that the patient
1783does not take it up. Even an interpretation which in
1784itself would be correct, if delivered at too early a stage
1785in the psychoanalytic process, may be something that
1786the patient cannot take up (Sandler et al. 1992:
1787149–151).
1788The traditional psychoanalytic theory also empha-
1789sizes that resistance is an ever-present force in the
1790patient. Part of the patient’s mind is opposed to the
1791gaining of insight and self-understanding (Greenson
17921967: 59–60). Hence, patients can resist interpreta-
1793tions that may in themselves be ‘correct’. Disconti-
1794nuity between the interpretation and the elaboration
1795can indeed be a vehicle for resistance. In this context,
1796it is important to bear in mind that the elaborations
1797involve a display of acceptance and understanding of
1798the interpretation—even when discontinuous with the
1799interpretation. Rather than openly rejecting an inter-
1800pretation, or showing their disagreement with it, the
1801patients thus choose those parts of the interpretation
1802that they can agree with and elaborate on them. In
1803effect, they hide the fact that their response is discon-
1804tinuous with central aspects of the interpretation. This
1805may be an indication of the response being instead of
1806resistance. ‘Self observation’ is the patient’s funda-
1807mental task in psychoanalysis (Ikonen 2002). By
1808shifting the topical focus from self to other (as in
1809Extract w3x) or by moving from an exploratory to a
1810complaining stance (as in Extract w4x), the patients
1811also move away from the activity of self observation
1812in an ‘off record’ way. Thus, in the context of the
1813traditional psychoanalytic theory of interpretations,
1814our empirical results may have offered a description
1815of a particular interactional realization of resistance.
1816CA cannot make any assertions about the ‘intra-psy-
1817chic’ events in the patients, but what we have been
1818able to show is a particular way of receiving inter-
1819pretations that can be used to steer the focus of action
1820away from what is considered as the basic task of the
1821patient.
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The dialogue between our empirical results and the
1823 interactionist psychoanalytic theory takes a different
1824 direction. Our findings offer some empirical specifi-
1825 cation to the central thesis of the interactionists,
1826 according to which the psychoanalytic process
1827 involves joint creation of new reality. We have shown
1828 some key aspects of how this creation is accom-
1829 plished. The analysts actively pursue extended re-
1830 sponses to their interpretations, and in doing so are
1831 informed by the patients’ initial responses. Interpre-
1832 tation is often not one entity, but consists of a series
1833 of attempts by the analyst to elicit a response from
1834 the patient. Both the interpretation and the response
1835 are interactionally generated events.
1836 The fact that patients often choose not to openly
1837 reject the interpretation, but rather produce elabora-
1838 tions that are discontinuous with it, is of utmost inter-
1839 est, also as seen from the interactionist perspective.
1840 A sense of rapport and good relations may be at stake
1841 here. Because an elaboration maintains the sense of
1842 agreement and acceptance of the interpretation, it
1843 offers for the patient the possibility to maintain good
1844 relations with the analyst, while direct rejection and
1845 explicit reservations towards the interpretation would
1846 threaten this.
1847 The analysts’ role is equally important. As pointed
1848 out above, when pursuing the patients’ extended
1849 response to an interpretation, through adding new ele-
1850 ments to their interpretations, the analysts may at the
1851 same time facilitate elaborations that are discontinu-
1852 ous in relation to what the interpretation initially
1853 aimed at. Why should the analysts facilitate evasive
1854 elaborations of their own interpretations? In psycho-
1855 analytic terms, we might consider the possibility of
1856 an unrecognized countertransference or role respon-
1857 siveness (see, e.g., Sandler 1976) being involved here.
1858 The analysts may infer from the patients’ comport-
1859 ment their unwillingness to deal with the interpreta-
1860 tion as initially spelled out, and by adding more
1861 attractive new elements they may let the patients off
1862 the hook. Thus, the analysts may also choose to pre-
1863 serve the sense of rapport and good relations in open-
1864 ing up for the patients a route to elaborations that are
1865 discontinuous with the initial elaboration. By showing
1866 analysts’ contribution to the production of discontin-
1867 uous elaborations, conversation analysis can add yet
1868 another empirical specification to the interactionist
1869 thesis that the patients’ responses to interpretations
1870 are, rather than direct expressions of the patients’
1871 private minds, interactional achievements of both
1872 parties.
1873 Notes
1874 * I want to thank Sanna Vehvila¨inen for longstanding col-
1875 laboration in doing this research, the members of the
1876 Interaction and Outcome Research Team for all their
1877 support, and Ruth Ayass for helpful comments on the
1878
manuscript. Financial support for this research has come
1879from the Academy of Finland and the International Psy-
1880choanalytic Association.
18811. 2The interpretative sequence (Vehvilu´inen 2003) is not
1883finished by the patient’s response to interpretation: after
1884that, the analysts turn at talk is due. The analysts’ third
1885position actions will be explicated elsewhere; only a
1886brief note is due here. In Extract (3), the analyst’s next
1887action is clearly built upon the patient’s elaboration.
1888First, in line 78, he agrees with the patient’s elaboration,
1889and after a gap of 10 seconds, he then produces an utter-
1890ance that is designed as a grammatical continuation of
1891the patient’s elaboration. Thus, the analyst treats the
1892patient’s response to his interpretation as adequate. In
1893Extract (4), however, the analyst indicates that the
1894patient’s response was not like the one she was seeking.
1895She first in line 77 minimally agrees with what was
1896suggested by the patient through nii/yes, then in the
1897same prosodic unit produces the contrast marker mut/
1898but and continues by utterance in which she in effect
1899returns to what she had suggested in the initial parts of
1900the interpretation.
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